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**Organizational Chart**

**J. Paul Leonard Library**

**Head of Information Technology**
*Christopher Novak*
*ITC Expert*
*(temp. to 1/31/2018)*

---

**Information Commons**

- **Kim Wong**
  *ITC Career*

  - **Holden Leung**
    *ITC Foundation*

  - **Martin Reese**
    *ITC Foundation*

  - **Tam Nguyen**
    *ITC Foundation*

  - **Usha Gill**
    *ITC Foundation*

  - **Yuhua (Jennifer) Anderson**
    *ITC Foundation*
    *(temp. to 8/4/2018)*

---

**Systems**

- **Maung Win**
  *Operating Systems Analyst*

- **Vacant**
  *ITC Career*

---

**ITC Career**

- **Manon Williams**
  *Analyst/Programmer*

---
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